CHAIN Monkey™ fittings and 5.5 mm grade 80 Chain Assemblies
An adjustable assembly to replace wire rope, turnbuckles, shackles and eyebolts...FAST !!!

A.P.E. CHAIN Monkey™ SC assembly
See CHAIN Monkey™ SC application guide @ www.aperigging.com/downloads.htm

Steps:

1. Attach the chain to the Strut using the CHAIN Monkey™ SC assembly and adjust its length using the CHAIN Monkey™ fitting.

2. Use a chain/bolt cutter to remove excess chain. LEAVE ONE FULL LINK to secure fitting on chain. Cut one side of the link at a time with 24° cutters. Alternatively, excess chain may be retained with tie wraps.

3. On four point hangs, install (1) CHAIN Monkey™ tensioner assembly to equalize the tension on all four points. Two point and three point hangs do not require tensioners.

NOTES:

1. The CHAIN Monkey™ SC assembly is designed for the Strut specified. One or more Strut manufacturers use a slightly different hole pattern.

2. To specify the fastener supplied with the fitting, use the following nomenclature.
   - For fractional sizes: CMF-3/8 for a fitting with a 3/8 grade 5 hex head cap screw, or substitute -1/4, -5/16 etc. for other fractional sizes.
   - For metric sizes: CMF-10 for a fitting with an M10 class 8.8 hex head cap screw, or substitute -6, -8 etc. for other metric sizes.
   - The standard fastener length is 1-1/2" or 40 mm. Other lengths are available.
   - Contact A.P.E. to discuss your application.

3. A.P.E. CHAIN Monkey™ tensioner
   - Specify CMF-T to order this assembly.
   - Refer to Step 3.

A.P.E. CHAIN Monkey™ fitting with fastener (note 2).
See CHAIN Monkey™ application guide @ www.aperigging.com/downloads.htm

5.5 mm grade 80 alloy steel Chain

Time is money... go APE!
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